Raymond Luis Ocasio was last seen leaving an address in the City of Ashland headed in an unknown direction. He was driving a 2013 gray Honda Civic, with Wisconsin license plate ABU7748 that expired in 2018. There is no known information on his whereabouts or the vehicle's whereabouts.

He has several tattoos: “Boom Boom” on his front side above the navel area, a heart on the right breast, rose-type design on the left breast, an eagle on his upper right arm, a heart design on his inner left arm, “Puerto Rico” on his right inner arm, “Jasene Si Amor” in the middle of his back, and a cobra design with a Jesus face traced over it on his lower back. Images of his tattoos are above.

ANYONE HAVING INFORMATION SHOULD CONTACT
Ashland Police Department
(715) 682-7062